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Abstract

A prototype pulsed supersonic gas injector (SGI) has been developed for the National Spherical

Torus Experiment (NSTX). Experiments in NSTX will explore the compatibility of the supersonic

gas jet fueling with H-mode plasma edge, edge localized mode control, edge magnetohydrody-

namic stability, radio frequency heating scenarios, and start-up scenarios with fast plasma density

ramp-up. The diagnostic applications include localized impurity gas injections for transport and

turbulence experiments and edge helium spectroscopy for edge Te and ne profile measurements.

Nozzle and gas injector design considerations are presented and four types of supersonic nozzles are

discussed. The prototype SGI operates at room temperature. It is comprised of a small graphite

Laval nozzle coupled to a modified commercial piezoelectric valve and mounted on a movable vac-

uum feedthrough. The critical properties of the SGI jet - low divergence, high density, and sharp

boundary gradient, achievable only at M > 1, have been demonstrated in a laboratory setup

simulating the NSTX edge conditions. The Mach numbers of about 4, the injection rate up to

1022 particles/s, and the jet divergence half-angle of 6o have been inferred from pulsed pressure

measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An advanced method of re-fueling the high temperature fusion plasma with a supersonic

gas jet has been developed on the HL-1M tokamak [1] and later reproduced on several nu-

clear fusion plasma facilities [2, 3]. The demonstrated advantages over a conventionally used

gas injection into the plasma edge through a fast valve [4] are a higher fueling efficiency and

a reduced interaction of injected gas with in-vessel components. The concept looks partic-

ularly attractive for a continuously operated tritium fusion reactor. The underlying physics

mechanism of the supersonic high density gas jet penetration in the plasma, however, is

yet to be put on a firm theoretical ground [5], and its compatibility with advanced plasma

regimes is to be demonstrated. This article describes design considerations and characteri-

zation experiments with a prototype of a supersonic gas injector (SGI) being developed for

the National Spherical Torus Experiment. The NSTX Boundary Physics program presently

focuses on edge power and particle flow optimization and control in high performance t ≤ 1

s plasmas with auxiliary heating up to 12 MW [6]. The initial fueling of plasmas is achieved

by injecting deuterium or helium through several fast piezoelectric valves with injection rates

of up to 1022 particles/s, and a fueling efficiency of about 0.1 [7, 8]. The fueling efficiency

is defined as η = (dNi/dt) Γ−1
gas, where Ni is the confined particle inventory, and Γgas is the

gas injecton rate. Experiments in NSTX will explore the compatibility of the supersonic gas

jet fueling with H-mode plasma edge, edge localized mode control, edge magnetohydrody-

namic stability, radio frequency heating scenarios, and start-up scenarios with fast plasma

density ramp-up. The diagnostic applications will include localized impurity gas injections

for transport and turbulence experiments and edge helium spectroscopy.

II. NOZZLE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The physics and engeneering aspects of making and diagnosing supersonic gas jets for

various applications have been extensively studied and are fairly well understood and de-

veloped (for example, [9, 10]). An isentropic expansion of gas through a nozzle produces

a supersonic flow if the pressure in the reservoir is adequate. The supersonic jet velocity

is u = Mc = M
√

γkT/m, where M is a Mach number, c is a local speed of sound, and

γ is the specific heat ratio. The static temperature T in a compressible flow, however, is
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reduced according to T/T0 = (1 + γ−1
2

M2)−1, where T0 is the stagnation temperature, so

that the terminal velocity is umax =
√

2 γ
γ−1

kT0

m
. The particle velocity distribution in the

jet is described by a drifting narrowed Maxwellian distribution with the drift velocity u.

The thermal gas velocity is of the same order of magnitude. It is the particle velocity (en-

ergy) that determines the neutral penetration length λn in accordance with the ionization,

charge exchange and molecular reaction rates with plasma electrons and energetic neutrals.

The significance of a high Mach number for the discussed applications is in two associated

phenomena: Mach focusing and clustering and condensation of gas molecules. The Mach

focusing provides a low divergence high intensity jet. The molecular clustering may increase

the jet density by orders of magnitude. It is conveniently characterized by an empirical

Hangena parameter [11] for given nozzle parameters. Lastly, the SGI operates in a pulsed

regime whereas any nozzle design relies on an established flow with steady-state parameters.

The finite flow settle time limits the minimal SGI pulse length. The flow rate of the SGI

is dependent on the nozzle geometry and valve parameters, and is usually defined by the

plasma refuleing requirements. These considerations demonstrate that the choice of proper

nozzle geometry is critical. Shown in Fig. 1 are four axisymmetric nozzle shapes used for

producing high quality supersonic jets: the converging sonic nozzle, the converging-diverging

Laval nozzle, the converging-diverging conical nozzle, and the aerospike (plug) nozzle. The

advantage of the converging nozzle is its simplicity. Free jets produced by the converging

nozzle, however, suffer from the axial barel and normal Mach disk shocks. The ratio of the

reservoir stagnation pressure to the background pressure P0/Pbg must be very high to avoid

the Mach disk from being too close to the nozzle exit [5]. In contrast, the contoured nozzles

produce highly uniform flows with constant Mach number, temperature, and density - the

conditions which also favor the molecular condensation. A much higher jet intensity can be

obtained with a lower pressure ratio in a contoured nozzle. The Laval nozzle shape must be

properly calculated to minimize the thickness of the boundary layer. This is usually done

using the method of characteristics or computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methodology

based on numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations [10]. Simple alternatives to the

Laval nozzle are the aerospace ”standard” conical nozzle with a θ = 15−20o half-angle, and

the aerospike nozzle with an important property of self-adjusting the flow to the background

pressure. Both these nozzles avoid complications associated with the fabrication of the Laval

nozzle.
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We have chosen the Laval nozzle geometry for initial evaluation in the NSTX SGI. The

geometry was obtained by scaling down a large wind tunnel M = 8 nozzle [12] operated

in air at atmospheric presures. The nozzle throat diameter is d = 0.254 mm, the inlet

diameter is 2.20 mm, and the exit diameter is 3.78 mm. The nozzle is 23.37 mm long (Fig.2.

It was critical to evaluate the performance of the nozzle with hydrogen at the background

pressure similar to the NSTX edge neutral pressure as the parameters of the jet core and

the boundary layer do not scale similarly [13].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A prototype SGI has been built for off-line optimization work. The goal of the character-

ization experiments is to measure the gas injection rates, and to evaluate the gas jet profile,

the flow Mach number and the flow velocity. A local Mach number is obtained under the

assumption of isentropicity from the Rayleigh - Pitot law using the pressure measurements

upstream and downstream the shock formed at the transducer immersed in the flow. The

impact (stagnation) pressure Pi is measured on axis and the flow static pressure P0 is mea-

sured in the SGI plenum [10]. The apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. A V ' 50 liter vacuum tank

is evacuated by a turbomolecular pump to 10−6 Torr and filled with hydrogen to a desired

background pressure Pb in the range 10−4 − 10−1 Torr. The SGI operates at room temper-

ature. It is comprised of a graphite Laval nozzle and a modified Veeco PV-10 piezoelectric

valve mounted on a movable vacuum feedthrough (Fig. 2). The setup is equipped with a

variety of ionization, Baratron and Sensotek pressure gauges to measure the background

pressure Pbg and the reservoir pressure P0. We use the Entran EPX absolute piezoresistive

transducer with a response time of τ < 1 ms for the impact pressure measurements. The

transducer is mounted on a vacuum feedthrough probe movable in the transverse direction

to the SGI. A sharp ”snout” tip with an opening of 1 mm is used on the transducer to

increase its spatial resolution without reducing its sensitivity. The measurements were de-

signed to simulate the tokamak environment: the SGI injected hydrogen gas pulses of 1 -

50 ms duration into the vacuum tank at the background pressure Pb = 10−4 Torr, similar

to the neutral pressures measured in NSTX [14]. The jet profile was found to be insensitive

to the background pressure in the range 10−5 < Pb < 100 Torr, consistent with the notion

that the optimal background pressure for a supersonic expansion is equal to the static flow
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pressure. The usable pusle length was limited to 40 ms by thermal shocks induced by a gas

pulse in the piezoresistive transducer. Shown in Fig. 4 are the time traces of the control

voltage applied to the PV-10 valve and the transducer response. By varying the plenum

pressure P0 in the range from 300 to 2300 Torr, the injection rates from 40 to 120 Torr l / s

have been measured. Shown in Fig. 5 is the measured gas jet profile obtained at P0 = 1000

Torr corresponding to the injection rate of S = 65 Torr l / s. The pressure sharply decreases

at about 10 mm from the nozzle exit, however, a sharp pressure gradient defining the jet

can be measured up to 120 mm from the nozzle. The jet divergence half-angle is θ1/2 = 6o.

Shown in Fig. 6 are the P0/Pi ratio measured as a function of the plenum pressure P0. The

supersonic Rayleigh - Pitot formula is used to estimate the jet Mach number from the P0/Pi

ratio [13]. The deduced Mach number at the nozzle exit is is 4 - 4.5 for 500 < P0 < 2300

Torr. At lower pressures the ratio P0/Pi sharply decreases as the flow approaches sonic

conditions. Using the isentropic relations between stagnation and static quantities [10] the

density at the jet exit is estimated to be ρ ≤ 1018 cm−3, and the temperature to be T ' 70

K. The nozzle Reynolds number is Re ' 6000.

Based on the high density and collimation of the supersonic jet, and the expected higher

penetration into the plasma edge, several plasma diagnostic applications that utilize conven-

tional gas injectors can be much improved. These are the helium line ratio spectroscopy [15],

the gas puff imaging for turbulence studies [16], and gas injections for impurity transport

experiments and cold pulse propagation measurements for heat transport studies.

In summary, we have developed a prototype pulsed supersonic gas injector for fueling

and diagnostic applications on NSTX. The SGI utilizes a contoured Laval nozzle with the

measured Mach number 4 for a range of plenum pressures, a well defined density profile, and

the divergence half-angle of 6o. The prototype SGI rate is up 120 Torr l / s. Future SGI

development work will explore the applications of contoured nozzles specifically designed for

the NSTX conditions.
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a) b) c) d)

FIG. 1: Schematic view of the nozzle geometries: a) converging nozzle, b) converging-diverging

Laval nozzle, c) converging-diverging 20o conical nozzle, d) aerospike (plug) nozzle
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FIG. 2: Photograph of the prototype supersonic gas injector. The inset shows a cross-section of

the Laval nozzle
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FIG. 3: Schematic view of the experimental setup for supersonic gas injector characterization
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FIG. 4: Time traces of the valve control waveform and on-axis impact pressure for a τ = 12 ms

SGI pulse and P0 = 1000 Torr, Pbg = 10−4 Torr
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FIG. 5: Jet pressure profile measurements at different axial locations
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FIG. 6: Measured ratio of the impact and static flow pressures. The inset shows the Mach number

as a function of P0/Pi according to the supersonic Rayleigh - Pitot formula
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